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An Aspect of ‘Adolescence’ 
—A Study of Víctor Erice’s La Morte Rouge (2006)
Takashi MIYAKE
Abstract
La Morte Rouge directed by a Spanish movie artist, Víctor Erice, in 2006 is the film 
that features, directly as never before, one of his very essential motifs: an aspect of 
‘Adolescence’. This ‘Adolescence’, inevitably connected to an experience of seeing movies, 
is appeared in his writing published in a Spanish movie magazine, Nuestro cine, in 1967, 
when he started criticizing movies. It is well known that the existence of ‘Child’ plays a very 
important role in his films and writings (remember Ana in El espíritu de la colmena (1973)). 
To tell the truth, this importance of the existence of ‘Child’ roots in this ‘Adolescence’.
La Morte Rouge is the film that deepens the thought on this ‘Adolescence’ and 
shows us this consistent motif most directly. By learning from it, we can understand 
the existence of an aspect of ‘Adolescence’ as a singular aspect of reality, and Erice’s 
thought of realism that continued from early stage of his career reached a certain point. 
Interpreting and considering this film based on his diverse writings, this paper attempts 
to make it clear that Erice demonstrated the existence of extremely creative ‘Openness’ 
and that this ‘Openness’ can be brought to people by the essence of movies.

















Jean Baudrillard, a prominent sociologist and critic who wrote many texts, published 
the photographs taken by himself. In parallel with the presentation of the photographs, he 
also wrote texts on them, since the 1990s. This research aims to provide a framework for 
“Jean Baudrillard’s photographic practice,” both for his photographs and pertaining texts. 
In this paper, a theoretical foundation is set up to support Jean Baudrillard’s photographic 
practice from the relation between both, especially by taking the early text written about 
“wall” and “medium.” A motif often seen in his photographs is a wall. According to the 
text written by Baudrillard, the wall is the medium. He positions it as a medium with 
a response circuit that is different from mass media. Furthermore, the circuit of that 
response is connected with his main concept of “symbolic exchange.”  As a case of this 
“practice with walls as a medium,” he also considered graffiti. Graffiti is considered to 
be an attack against metropolis and system of signs. The idea that Baudrillard derived 
from the above consideration is that graffiti is “oriented from meaning to materiality.” The 
photograph itself is understood as a wall = medium. This idea is the basis of Baudrillard’s 
photographic practice.
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The Glass Ball and the Class Rise:  
The Pastoral Mode in Citizen Kane
Hideyuki NAKAMURA
Abstract
This paper aims to propose a new political interpretation of Citizen Kane (1941, RKO) 
by focusing on Charles Foster Kane’s glass ball. Conventional interpretations of Citizen 
Kane have stuck to the psychological aspects of the protagonist (such as Oedipus complex 
and nostalgia), but one of the film’s key concerns is inter-class conflict which is addressed 
through the story of Kane’s extraordinary class rise. I reference William Empson’s Some 























































arguing that the glass ball is an allegory of film’s political concerns. 
I first demonstrate that Kane’s singularity consists in his nature as a child who 
subverts class relationships. Then I closely analyze the film’s text to show that it is possible 
to interpret the complicated relationships between Kane’s childlike nature, the pastoral 
image of the glass ball, and his cross-class fantasy, from Empson’s critical perspective. 
In sum, this paper argues that the glass ball is an allegory for the hero’s existence ruled 
by class relationships, rather than symbolizing his psychology.
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